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THE ENERGY TRANSITION DRIVERS
Falling costs
renewables and
emerging
technologies

Energy efficiency
and demand side
management
programmes

Electrification of
things

States and local
policy + market
drive
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Source: US Energy Information
Administration (EIA)
Energy consumption by Source
& End-Use - 2018
(Quadrillion BTU)
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WHY DECARBONIZE ENERGY SYSTEMS
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Source: US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Inventory
of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990–2017, 2019
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Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration’s (EIA) Annual Energy Outlook 2020 (AEO2020)
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Electricity generation from natural gas and renewables on the rise….
Source: US EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2020 (AEO2020)
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Recent Global trends from IEA’s Renewables 2018…..
❑ cumulative solar PV capacity reached almost 398 GW and generated
over 460 TWh in 2017

✓ representing around 2% of global power output
✓ Utility-scale projects account for over 60% of total PV installed
capacity
✓ Distributed applications (residential, commercial and off-grid)
account for 40%.
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Some regulatory and policy implications of increasing Variable
Renewable Energy Sources in the energy mix…..
❖

reliability and capacity adequacy constraints

❖ energy production curtailment
❖ energy storage dilemma

❖ negative power pricing due to mismatch in demand and supply
❖ The ‘duck curve’ challenge
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Issues and options
in decarbonization

Imagine a 100% RES scenario and
everyone is driving an EV expecting to get
home to charge-up for morning commute
tomorrow….
✓ What are the energy efficiency,
reliability and security implications?
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Solar-Wind Supply vs Demand
Seasonal Variability
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Solar-Wind Supply vs Demand
Temporal Variability
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When the sun isn’t shinning, or Winds get Calm…
Recommended options for integration of intermittent Solar
power with utility –scale systems and energy supply-

✓ Demand response and smart metering
✓ Flexible generation switching to conventional base-load
sources- natural gas and nuclear, pumped hydro etc…
✓ Grid infrastructure coupling and storage
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The Power-to-Gas Option

Source: Martin Lambert, Power-to-Gas, Oxford Energy Insight, 2018)
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The Electrolysis Process for
Green Hydrogen

Green Hydrogen and Electrolizers
✓ Enables higher utilization of renewable
electricity- reducing curtailment
✓ Electrolyzer can provide grid services –
supports grid stability and balancing
✓ H2 provides flexibility

✓ Oxigen is a byproduct
✓ Fuel cells for transportation- cars and
trucks etc.
✓ Reduces fossil fuel consumption
✓ Scale-able, non-toxic, low temperature
process

Source: Wood Mackenzie, U.S. Department of Energy
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✓ About 10 US gallons (38 kgs) water is required
per kilogram hydrogen production from
electrolysis
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US Department of Energy’s H2@Scale concept

Various Uses for Hydrogen✓ Industry e.g. oil refining, ammonia
production, methanol production
and steel production.
✓ Transport e.g. hydrogen fuel cell
cars and trucks, shipping and
aviation
✓ In buildings- blended with gas in
distribution networks- commercial
and residential uses
✓ Power generation- boosts gas-topower turbine flexibility. Ammonia
could be used in coal-fired power
plants to reduce emissions.
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Storage capabilities over time, by storage resource
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The Power-to-Gas Option
P2G Basics
✓ Converting surplus VREs into pipeline quality hydrogen gas by electrolysis
✓ Storing and shipping the hydrogen gas through existing or new built distribution
and transmission networks
✓ Methanation and conversion of the stored hydrogen to methane or electricity ondemand
✓ cross-sectoral coordination and frameworks
Some P2G Policy and Regulatory Challenges
✓ Scalability and finding the demand centers e.g. transportation
✓ Hydrogen refueling standards
✓ Station permitting processes
✓ Gas grid blending limits and requirements; and
✓ Safety measures in new applications and applicable infrastructure
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The CCUS Option and Outlook
“…limiting the availability of CO2 storage would increase the cost of
the energy transition. The emissions reduction pathway of the Clean
Technology Scenario (CTS) assumes that CO2 storage is widely available
to meet globally-agreed climate goals. It requires an additional
investment of USD 9.7 trillion in the power, industrial and fuel
transformation sectors, relative to a scenario that includes only
current national commitments. Limiting CO2 storage results in an
increase of these additional investments by 40%, to USD 13.7 trillion,
relying on more expensive and nascent technologies…”
The International Energy Agency (IEA), The Role of CO2 Storage: Exploring
Clean Energy Pathways Technology report, (IEA Publications, July 2019)
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Global CCS Facilities as at 2019
Source: Global CCS Institute
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Some points and updates on CCUS….
✓ The capture capacity of operating large-scale CCS facilities has increased from
31.2 Mtpa in 2017 to 39.2 Mtpa in 2019.
✓ The total capacity of all facilities at all stages of development has increased
from 64.5Mtpa from 37 facilities in 2017 to 97.5Mtpa from 51 facilities in 2019.

❖ Forthcoming projects in the US, New Zealand and Qatar etc.
✓ Hubs and clusters reduce the unit cost of CO2 storage
❖ Economies of scale,
❖ Commercial synergies with other industries
❖ Investment risk and liability sharing
❖ Multiple industrial point sources of CO2 connected to a CO2 transport and
storage network
❖ Access to large geological storage resources for long-term use
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❑ Integrated mid – continent stacked carbon storage hub
✓ In southwestern Nebraska and southwestern Kansas
✓ Collection of CO2 from ethanol plants, power plants and refineries in the region
✓ The Nebraska Public Power District’s Gerald Gentleman Station (coal fired) is
another potential source of CO2 for this storage hub.
❑ Abu Dhabi Phase 2 natural gas processing plant
✓ Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC) is developing its second CCUS facility in
the UAE
✓ To capture 1.9 to 2.3 Mtpa of CO2 from its gas processing plant for Enhanced Oil
Recovery
✓ Storing CO2 from the Emirates Steel Industries steel plant and Abu Dhabi Phase 2
facilities
❑ The Net Zero Teesside (UK), Northern Lights, PORTHOS, Xinjiang Jungger CCUS hub and the Gulf of
Mexico CCUS hubs to kickstart the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative’s large-scale investment in CCS
hubs and clusters
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An estimated 2000- plus large-scale CCS facilities must be deployed by 2040
✓ What are the costs and policy implications?
✓ comparing the costs of power plants with CCS vs new build zero-carbon renewable
energy systems with advanced storage or P2G integration with existing networks

✓ What are the environmental implications and trade-offs
❖ Some risks include CO2 leakage/venting; aquifer contamination; and unknown
impacts on biological communities
✓ How robust are existing legal and regulatory checks and balances?
❖ e.g. in the US, the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) reviews in the
US, the Environmental Protection Agency’s Greenhouse Gas Reporting
Program (GHGRP)
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CCUS and carbon removal approaches…
❑ Neutralizing and offsetting emissions
✓ Nature-based solutions- forestry
and habitat restoration
✓ Enhanced natural processes- land
management approaches
✓ Technology solutions❑ Bioenergy with CCS (BECCS) and Direct Air Capture (DAC) alternatives
❖ geological

storage + large-scale carbon removal
❖ Capturing CO2 from industrial processes e.g. steel and ethanol plants or
biomass-based power generation
❖ DAC CO2 stored - can be utilised in food and beverage production or blended
with hydrogen from a P2G facility to produce synthetic methane
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Concluding thoughts..
❖Renewable energy continues to thrive- supporting policies, technological advancements,

utility scale deployments and comparative marginal cost advantages.
✓ Some constraints- resiliency, curtailment, congestion and demand-side management,
reliability and storage costs/risks, medium to long-term capacity adequacy etc.
❖P2G systems and other mechanisms for efficiently integrating VREs with existing networks
and utility markets will be essential
❖CCUS is essential to any realistic pathways towards net-zero carbon world in the medium to

long-term
❖CCS with systems such as gas-to-power and hydrogen production enhances low, net-zero

energy supply required by advanced economies
❖A coherent and comprehensive legal and policy framework and international support is

required for realising the potentials of existing technologies such as CCUS and BCSS, DAC
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THANK YOU FOR LISTENING!
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